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Abstract

In this paper, we present a Bayesian analysis for extra-Binomial variability models

introduced in the literature. We also consider the use of mixture distributions to model

extra-Binomial variability and the introduction of covariates. Considering Gibbs Sampling

with Metropolis—Hastings algorithms, we obtain Monte Carlo estimates for the posterior
quantities of interest. The methodology is illustrated in two real data sets.

Keywords and phases: extra-Binomial variability, Bayesian analysis, MCMC

methods.



1. Introduction

In many applications of binary data, the usual assumption of Binomial Distribution

for the counts of sucesses y out of the number of total trials n , the observed variation

is greater than expected under the ordinary Binomial assumption. This variation is

called extra-Binomial variation (see for example, Skellan, 1948; Altham, 1978;

Rudolfer, 1990; or Kupper and Haseman, 1978).

Let Y.
13 i=1,...,N be a random variable denoting observed counts of success

associated with n, — y, failures. The simple Binomial distribution assumes,

P(Y,- =yi/ni,p,-)=(zfjpf‘G—IJJW‘” (1)

with mean nip, and variance n,pi (1 — pi).

Different forms to model extra-Binomial variation are introduced in the literature.

Considering continuous random variation, we could assume that the extra-Binomial

variability comes from the probability distribution on the probability pi.

In this case (see for example, Gn'ffiths, 1973; or Crowder, 1978), we assume a

conjugate Beta distribution for pi with parameters a e fl,

g(p,-/a,fl)=r—((——“)Ifé)) pf‘(1— a)“ (2)

Thus, the probability density function for Y, given n, , a and fl is a Beta-Binomial

distribution,

n,- B(y,. +a,n,. +fl—y4)
F Y. = . . a B = ___..._.__.—._._._’(

1 yz/nn ’ ) (yij B(a,fl)
(3)



where B(a,fl)= -I_—a———((a)£('fla))an in has mean n; and variance flé—ilCZi—IF—l)

with 5 = a(a + [if] and a) z (a + fl)" .

The parametrization 5 and a) has been used by many authors (see for example,

Willians, 1982; Tarone, 1979; or Hsiao, 1994).

In parametrization 5 and a), the probability distribution for Y; given ni,a and fl

is,

"11+y_

1‘1(¢+ay)1:1(1— 5+wj)
P(Y,=—y,/nafl)=M fifijafl)

(4)

Observe that when a) -> 0, (4) tends to the Binomial distribution.

Other form to model extra-Binomial variation is to assume the correlated-Binomial

model (see Altham, 1978; or Kupper and Haseman, 1978) in which the extra-variation

comes from the positive or negative pairwise correlation, called intra-class correlation

among binary variables U“, ..... ,U. of Yi where K : Un +U,.2 +....+U,.,,‘ .

That is,

U,., /p ~ Bernoulli (p) (5)

and the correlation 6, where 5 is assumed homogeneous across 1}, ..... ,YN is

P(U,., =1,U,.,, =1)—p2
5=corr(U Uw)=

p(l—-p)yj’ (6)

where j¢k; j,k=1,...,n,. and ——11<6<1.
n,»-

Thus,



P<x = y, xn,,a,p) = (jjpn<1-p)"f-yf{1+m‘5_7)lu _,,,,,)z +y,.(zp —1>—n,,p2]} <7)
1

with mean n,p and variance n,p(l — p)[l + (n, — D5].

Considering discrete random variation, we could assume that the random variable Y,

has a finite mixture ofBinomial Distributions,

P(Yi = y,- /ni’€”3')= iljb(ni’9j) (8)
j=l

where b(n,.,6lj) denotes a Binomial distribution with mean nflj and variance

J
n,-t9,.(1—0,.), 0 = (91,...,9J), A = (Arm/1.1) and 2/11" = 1.

~ ~ F1

Under some conditions in the parameters of model (8), we have identifiability of the

parameters (see for example, Titten'ngton, Smith and Markov, 1985).

In the presence of covariates, we could consider logistic regression for modeling.
In this paper, assuming the presence or not of covariates, we consider a Bayesian

approach to analyse data with extra-Binomial variability using Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) methods as the Gibbs Sampling algorithm (see for example, Gelfand and Smith,

1990) or the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (see for example, Smith and Roberts, 1993).
We also consider some existing Bayesian criteria to discriminate the proposed

models.

2. A Bayesian Analysis for the Extra-Binomial Variability Models

Assuming the Beta-Binomial model (3), let us consider the prior distributions for a
and [3 given by,

a ~ F(a,,b,); a,,b1 Known,
(9)

fl ~ F(a2,b2); az’bz Known,



where I‘(a, b) denotes a gamma distribution with mean a/ b and variance a/ b2 .

Assuming prior independence among the parameters, the joint prior distribution for

a and ,B is given by

7z(a, fl) oc a""’e‘b"’fl""’e‘b’fi (10)

where a>0 and ,B>0.

The conditional probability function for Y, given n,.,a,,b1,a2 and b2 is given by,

“Effiéangfl (a+y,)l"(,B+n —y,.)aa—1e—b,afla2—le—b2fldadfiPY: ./ 4, ,b, ,b):(' y' n,a, laz ”(MP I",.(a+,3+n)
(11)

n. blal baz
where c = ’ -——2—-[y,)F(a,)F(a2)

Observe that we could use Laplace’s method (see for example, Tierney and Kadane,

1986) to solve the integral in (11).

Other possibility is to consider the use of MCMC methods to get the conditional

probability function for K, i =1,...,N in Bayesian analysis. With the prior distribution (9)

for a and ,3 assuming prior independence, the joint posterior distribution for a and ,B is

given by,

where I} = (n,,...,nN) and y = (y,,..,yN).



The conditional posterior distributions for the Gibbs Sampling algorithm are given

(i) ”(a/, fig}, 8) cc a“‘_’e'b‘“t//,(a, fl)

where,

w,(a, fl) = exp{Nln[F(a + fl)]— Nln[1"(a)]+i:ln[l"(a + y)]— iln[1"(a + p + an}
h h

(13)

(ii) {Mating} cc fi“’"‘e"”flw2(arfl)

where,

Ma, 1?) = exp{N1n[r(a + fl)]— Nln[F(fl)]+ girth/i + ni - yi)]— gln[l"(a + fl + ni)]}

Observe that we need to use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to generate the

variables a and fl .

The predictive density for Y}. is given by

for/ni,ai,bi,a2,bi)= I IfUr/nrrarfl)”(arfl/{1,Jj)6a5fl (14)

where f(y,./n,.,a,fl) is the Beta-Binomial distribution (3) and ”(anB/n, y) is the

joint posterior distribution for a and fl (12).

A Monte Carlo estimate for (14) based on S generated Gibbs samples is given by,

A

_ l s nr F(a(‘)+ fl(‘>)r(a(~‘)+y,.)r(fl(~‘)+n,.— y)fO/i/ni’al’bl’avbz)“ Sz(yjl"(a(‘))l“(fl(fl r(a(s)+fl(s)+ni)
(15)

s=1



Assuming the correlated Binomial model with probability function (7), let us

consider the following prior distributions for the parameters 5 and p ,

(i) 6 ~ U [a, b]; a,b Known;
(16)

(ii) p~Beta[c, d]; c,d Known;

where U (a, b) denote an uniform distribution in the interval (a, b).

Assuming prior independence among the parameters, the joint posterior distribution

for 5 and p is given by,

N

”(5,P/{’)°CPwgy'l (1_ pyZ(n,—yi)-1H{1 +__5T_p5[(yi—nip)2+yi(2p—1)—nip2]}
, 1 2p(1

(17)

The conditional posterior distributions for the Gibbs Sampling algorithm are given

by,

(i) ”(J/lay) 0c 1/45, p) ;

(18)

-- pH‘Zyi— d+i(n —y }—1mnpm,y = 0— p)m*'w@m;

where a<5<b; 0<p<1 and

M5wasocr1{1+,p—-ff—-—p),.l<y npr +y,.(zp-1>—np ]}

Observe that we need to use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to generate samples

of 5 and p.
A Monte Carlo estimate for the predictive density of Y, is given by,



}(y,. /n,.,a,b,c,d) = éifb/i /n,.,5(sl,p<5’) (19)
s=l

where f(yJ4,5, p) denotes the probability function (7) , and S is the number of

generated Gibbs samples for 6 and p of the joint posterior distribution (17).

3. Use of Mixture of Binomial Distributions

Let us assume that the extra-Binomial variability could be modeled by a mixture of
Binomial distributions (8).

J
The likelihood function for o=(01,...,9,) and A =(z1,....,,i,) where sz =1 is

~ ~ F1

given by,

J
Lbil=lfllz

1:1 ]'—'1

[21.(11‘ joy! marry} (20)
M

Assuming prior independence between 0 and it , the joint posterior distribution for

the parameters is given gy,

n(@i/og)=n(€lz®Lbi) (21>

where all?) and all?) are the prior distributions for 9 and l and qu,/~1) is given in

(20).

To simplify the joint posterior distribution and the full conditional distributions for

the Gibbs Sampling algorithm we introduce latent variables (see for example, Tanner and

Wong, 1987) given by v,. = (v .,vu) with a multinomial distribution Mult (1;11i,,....,hu)n,”-

with cell probabilities,



,1("’_J——_9;1(1-(9.)"'’
h” i("JQNF gr y-,

y,

That is,

flfihfi J9j" (1 9)r_,, fly”

flint Jef‘ (1— 9.)’"'

Combining (23) with (21), we get,

”(9,Z/n,y,vvjoc ”(13inijJam1— 9)r-y T
i-1j=l

(22)

(23)

(24)

For the special case of J = 2 binomial componentes in (8), and assuming prior

independence among the parameters, consider the following prior densities for 91,02 and

A, :

(i) 0]. ~ Beta(aj;bj) ; aj , b]. Known;

(ii) A] ~ Beta(c;d) ; c, d Known;

forj=1,2 and91<t92.

The joint posterior distribution for 01,02 and ill is given by,

(25)



N

0+ vn—l aJ+§Vijh42

”(01’92’11/17’y’YJM1 g (1_A1)d+zvn(nry,)—1H6j‘ll (1—91yj+2vy(n.—y2)—

j=l

(26)

where v“ +v,.2 = 1.

The full conditional posterior distributions for 0, , (92 and A2 are given by,

(i) 01/0211] ny’v~ Beta(al +zvilyi;bl +zvil(ni —yi));
i=l i=l

(ii) 02 /0,,/l.,, n,y,v~ Beta[a2+Zv 2.y,;b2 +Zv.2(n,.—y,.)J; (27)

(iii)/l1/0,,62,n,y,v~ Beta(c+2v“;d+2vvii—2(n—y,.)).
1 l1- 1

To generate samples of the joint posterior distribution (26) we follow the steps:

(i) Start with the initial values a“) and 1“);

(ii) Generate v“) = V110“,v“) from a Bernoulli distribution with cell probabilities
~ 1 ~N

(22);

(iii) Generate a sample of 01,92 and 212 from the conditional distributions (27).

4. Extra-Binomial Variability in the presence of covariates

If explanatory variables are present, usually we consider logistic regression for

modeling. The residual variation, however, can be greater than what is expected, which

implies the existence of extra-Binomial variability.
In the presence of a vector x = (x,,....,x,,) of covariates, the logistic regression

model is given by,

ni’yi’xi ~b(ni1pi) (28)

10



fl'xr
~ I:e ~

.Where pi zW: fl'xi = flo + 2 lfllxli a I =1:""N
1+e~ ~ ~ ~ f=1

Observe that we are assuming the same values for the covariates xi = ( i,...,xk,.) for

the n, observations in the Binomial distribution b(n,., Pr), i =1,....,N .

The residual variation, however may be greater than what can be attributed to

Binomial random variation even when all covariates are fitted in the model.

To model extra-Binomial variation in the presence of covariates, we assume the

correlated-Binomial model (7), that is,

P(Y.- = yn/nnfiffi) = (311? (1- pi)""" An(n.-,yn{n€,5) (29)

Where Ai(ni’yiaxiafla5) = 1+L[()li —nipi)2 +yi(2pi~1)_nipi2]’
” " 2pi(1_pi)

fllxt
e~ -

r .
pi = —n-—: fl =(flo,/3.,....,flk), z=1,2,----,N-

1+e" * ~

Observe that in model (29), we are assuming that the intra-class correlation among
"1

binary variables Un,....,U,,,‘ of Y, = ZUi, is homogeneous independent of the value of
1:1

the covariate xi , i=1,...,N .

Assuming prior independence among the parameters, we could consider the

following prior distributions,

(i) 1170 ~N(/lo,cr§); 110,03 Known;

aim ~ N no?) ; Alba? Known; (30)

(iii) 5 ~ U(a, b) ; a, b Known;

ll



where l = 1,2,...,k and N01,02) denotes a Normal distribution with mean ,u and

variance 0"2 .

Assuming prior (30), we use MCMC methods to simulate Gibbs Samples for the

joint posterior distribution of 5 and fl.

Another possibility is to consider different intra-class correlations 6, for each

Binomial distribution b(n,., pi) , with covariate x, , i = 1,...,N .

In this case, the likelihood fiinction for cf = (5,,..,5N) and fi = (A,....,,B,,) is given

—;_.—~fi4(ni’yi’{i’e’5i) (31)

Where Ai[ni’yi’xi’fi’6iJ = 1+ 6;
)[(yi —nipi)2 +yi(2pi —1)_nipi2] and pi is

2Pi(1 ’ pi
the logistic regression model.

For a Bayesian analysis of the model, we can consider the same prior distribution

for fl given in (30) and consider uniform prior distributions U(a,b) for 5, , i = 1,...,N .

5. Some Examples

5.1. An example with Genetic Data

Let us consider a genetic data set introduced by Skellan (1948). The data concern

the secondary association of cromosomes in Brassica, a kind of cabbage and cauliflower.

There are N = 337 nuclei observed. In each nucleus there are pairs of bivalents

during meiosis. Each pair may or may not show association between bivalentes. The

observed frequencies with 0,1,2 and 3 associated pairs in these nuclei are 32,103,122 and

12



80, respectively. Ifwe assume the simple Binomial distribution Y, ~ B(3, p) , i = 1,..,N , we

are assuming that the probability of association is the same for any pair any nucleus.
N

y
. " ._

’ 587
The maximum likelihood estimator for p 1s p = -———',j,‘ — —— = 0.5806.

2"
_

1011

i=l

A
2

. N (yr _ nP) A

However, the observed variation (Z——N— = 0.86 where n = 3 and p = 0.58)
i=l

/\
is larger than the expected Binomial variation np(l — p) = 0.73 , which suggests that the

probability of association is different form nucleus to nucleus. Considering p = 0.58, the

product of predictive probability for Y, = 0,1,2 or 3 is given by

N "1 “y‘ " "1 ”y'
492Alzny p l—p =5.5278x10 .

i=1 i

Assuming the Beta-Binomial distribution (3) and the prior distributions (9) for a
and fl, with a1 = 170, b1 = 28, a2 = 170 and b2 = 39, we use Laplace’s method (see for

N A

example, Tierney and Kadane, 1986) to obtain A2=Hf(y,./n,.,a1,bl,a2,b2) =
"=l

1.4327 x 10490 where f(y,/ ni,a1,b,,a2,b2) denotes the Laplace’s approximation for the

conditional probability function (11). We observe that A2 is larger than A, , that is, the

Beta—Binomial model (3) with prior distributions (9) gives better fit for the genetic data.

Considering S=500 generated Gibbs samples for the joint posterior distribution (12)

and using the Monte Carlo estimate (15) for the predictive density }(y,./n,,a1,b,,a2,b2) in

N A

(14), we find A3 = Hf(y,/n,.,a1,bl,a2,b2) = 1.9684 x10'190.
i=l

Assuming the correlated-Binomial model (7) and the prior distribution (16) for the

parameters 5 and p, with a=0, b=2, c=6 and d =4.3 we simulated 5 separate
Gibbs chains of size 2000 for each parameter from the conditional posterior distributions

I3



(18). For each chain we discarded the first 1000 iterations (“ bum-in-samples”) and we

considered the 10m, 20m, iterations. We monitored the convergence of the Gibbs samples

using the Gelman and Rubin (1992) method, which utilizes the analysis of variance

technique to determine if further iterations and needed.

In table 1, we have the posterior summaries of interest. We also have in table 1, the

estimated potential scale reductions R (see Gelman and Rubin , 1992) for all parameters. In

this case, the number of iterations considered was sufficient for approximate convergence

( IA? <1.1 for all the parameters).

Parameter Mean SD 95% Credible Interval IA?

5 0.0928 0.0334 (0.0305;0.1599) 0.9993
P 0.5802 0.0168 (0.5418;O.6091) 1.0057

Table 1. Posterior summaries (correlated-Binomial distribution)

Considering the S = 500 generated Gibbs samples, we find the Monte Carlo

N A

estimates (19) for the predictive density of I”; , i =1,...,N, and A4 = Hf (y, / n,,a, b,c,d) =
i=1

2.083 x 10490, that is, a larger value than Al =5.5278 x 10'192 considering the standard

Binomial distribution.

Considering a mixture of J = 2 Binomial distributions (20) with prior distributions

(25) with a, = 2.144, bl = 6.288, a2 = 4.03, b2 =1.01, c: 2 and d =3, we generated 5

separate Gibbs chains of size 2000 from the conditional posterior distributions (27). Also

discarding the first 1000 iterations for each chain, we considered the 10“, 20th,

iterations. In table 2, we have the posterior summaries.

Parameter Mean 95% Credible Interval ii
91 0.4136 (0.2324 ; 0.5269) 1.0017

02 0.7286 (0.6187 ; 0.8720) 1.0097

2] 0.4724 (0.1295 ; 0.7833) 1.0076

Table 2. Posterior summaries (mixture of J = 2 Binomial distributions)

14



Considering the S = 500 generated samples, we get
N A /\

_

A5 : Hszilni,a,,a2,b1,liz,c,d) = 2.0231 x 10490 where fOi/ni,a,,a2,b,,b2,c,d) IS the
i=l

Monte Carlo estimate of the predictive density for Y, given by,

A 500
' A '_ _ l ‘_ ifoifn.,a.,a2,b.,b2,c,d)= fizlfltljla‘” (1491‘s) ' " +(1—4S’K'J61S)’ 0—09)” ’l

s=1 i i

(32)

Thus, we conclude that the genetic data introduced by Skelan (1948) is better fitted

by extra-Binomial variability models.

5.2 — An example with covariates

In table 3, we have a data set introduced by Crowder (1978). A batch of tiny seeds is

brushed onto a plate covered with a certain extract at a given dilution. The numbers of

germinated and ungerminated seeds are subsequently counted. This data set is given as a 2

x 2 factorial layout. There are two types of seed, O. aegyptiaca 75 and O. aegyptiaca 73,

and two root extracts, been and cucumber.

From inspection of the data of table 3, we observe that there is heterogeneity of

proportions between replicates.

15



(I) O. aegyptiaca 75 (II) 0. aegyptiaca 73

Bean Cucumber Bean Cucumber

344 n,. yr "f M n, yr” "i

10 39 5 6 8 16 3 12

23 62 53 74 10 30 22 41

23 81 55 72 8 28 15 30

26 51 32 51 23 45 32 51

17 39 46 79 O 4 3 7

10 13

Table 3. Data for seeds 0. aegyptiaca 75 and 73, been and cucumber root extracts

where,

X21. = —1 for root extract bean and X21. = 1 for root extract cucumber, i = 1,2,...,21.

To analyse the data set of table 3, we first assume the logistic regression model (28)

eflo +fix’u +fl2xu +fl3’rr‘21

pi = 1+eflo+flfiu+flzle+flaxuxu
(33)

where Xh.= -1 for seed O. aegyptiaca 75, X“: 1 for seed O. aegyptiaca 73 and

Considering the prior distirbutions (30) for flo, fl] , flz and A , in the logistic

regression model (33) with yo =0.1 , of = 0.3, p] = 0.1, 0,2 = 0.3 , 112 = 0.3, 022 = 0.3,

y? = —0.2 and 032 = 0.2 , we generated 5 separate Gibbs chains, each ofwhich ran for 2000

iterations. We also monitored the convergence of the Gibbs samples using the Gelman and

Rubin (1992) method. For each parameter, we discarded the 1000 first iterations (“ bum-in-

samples”) and we considered the 10h, 20m, iterations. In table 4, we have the posterior

o o o n 0

I

o
A

summaries of interest. We also have in table 4, the estimated potential scale reductions R

(see Gelman and Rubin, 1992) for all parameters.

16



Parameter Mean 95% Credible Interval 1A?

[30 -0.0060 (-0. 1553 ; 0.1379) 1.0011

[3] -o.1o1o (-0.2328 ; 0.0465 ) 1.0055

fl: 0.4512 (0.3054 ; 0.5936 ) 1.0007

fl3 -0.2043 (-O.3480 ; -0.0771) 0.9998

Table 4. Posterior summaries (logistic regression model)

From the results of table 4, we observe that flz and m are different of zero

(credible intervals do not contain zero). That is, the covariate X2 (root extract) and the

interation X1X2 (seed x root extract) have signifiant effects on the counts of germinated

seeds.

Considering the S = 500 generated Gibbs samples, we find
N /\

c,=HfGi/n,.,y0,,ul,y2,y3,ofi,a,2,0'22,0'32) = 2.5194 x 10'24 where
i=l

}(y,. /n,.,;r0,/t,,;12,;13,0§,0'12,022,cr32) is the Monte Carlo estimate for the predictive density

ofK, i=1,2,..,N.

Assuming the correlated-Binomial model (29) in presence of covariates with pi

given in (33), we consider the prior distributions (30) for flo, fl] , flz, A and 5 with

p0=0.1, a; =O.2, M =—0.2, of =O.2, [12 =0.5, 622 = 0.3, [13 =—0.3, of = 0.3,

a = 0 and b = 0.04 . In this case, we also generated 5 separate Gibbs chains of size 2000
for each parameter using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The selection of samples and

verification of convergence of the Gibbs samples was similar as used for logistic regression
model.

In table 5, we have the posterior summaries of interest.

17



Parameter Mean 95% Credible Interval &

flo —0.0318 (-0.1776 ; 0.1316) 1.0010

A -0. 1522 (-0.2985 ; 0.0074) 1.0006

fl: 0.4319 (0.2826 ; 0.6026) 1.0021

[33 -0.2074 (-0.3 54 ; -0.03 77 ) 0.9999
5 0.0217 (0.0057 ; 0.0392) 1.0000

Table 5. Posterior summaries (correlated-Binomial model

in presence of covariates)

From the 95% credible intervals given in table 5, we observe that fiz, B3 and 5

are different of zero.
Considering the S = 500 generated Gibbs samples, we obtained Monte Carlo

estimates for the predictive density of Y,. , i = l,...,N given ni, yo, M412, tg,a§,of,a§,c32,a
N A

and b, and c2 =HfCVi/n,.,,u0,,u,,/12,;13,0'§,0',2,0‘22,0'32,a,b) = 8.2023 x 10-24. This value
i=1

for 02 is larger than c1= 2.5194 x 10'24, considering the usual logistic regression model.

That is, the correlated-Binomial model in presence of covariates gives better fit for the data
set of table 3.

If we assume different intra-class correlations among the binary variables in the

correlated-Binomial model in presence of covariates and the same prior distributions for

fie, fll, flz and Q as considered for the case of 5 homogeneous across Y],...,YN and

uniform prior distirbutions U (0;0.04) for 5“ i =1,....,N, we have in table 6 the posterior

summaries of interest based on S = 500 generated Gibbs samples.

18



Parameter Mean 95% Credible Interval IA?

00203 (-0.1665 ; 0.1561) 1.0037

-0.1557 (0.3072 ; 0.0305) 0.9995

0.4306 (0.2739 ; 0.6054) 0.9958

-0.2077 (-0.3627 ; -0.0417) 1.0008

0.0210 (0.0041 ; 0.0384) 0.9975
0.0205 (0.0031 ; 0.0387) 1.0066

00208 (0.0043 ; 0.0386) 1.0004

0.0212 (0.0048 ; 0.0385) 0.9977
0.0204 (0.0036 ; 0.0386) 0.9996
0.0212 (0.0038 ; 0.0385) 09963
0.0214 (0.0052 ; 0.0391) 0.9999

0.0213 (0.0050 ; 0.0391) 1.0002

0.0209 (0.0041 ; 0.0387) 1.0063

I,“

emm°°q°ia°fiu°umt91~°u°°u§$l®

510 0.0215 (0.0033 ; 0.0389) 0.9980

5“ 0.0211 (0.0028 ; 0.0389) 0.9962

5,2 0.0210 (0.0040 ; 0.0386) 1.0074

5,3 0.0210 (0.0043 ; 0.0387) 1.0108

5,4 0.0209 (0.0035 ; 0.0384) 1.0012

5,5 0.0209 (0.0042 ; 0.0392) 0.9996
516 0.0208 (0.0047 ; 0.0389) 0.9999

5,, 0.0206 (0.0039 ; 0.0386) 0.9962
518 0.0210 (0.0043 ; 0.0389) 0.9954

519 0.0205 (0.0030 ; 0.0389) 0.9971

520 0.0215 (0.0044 ; 0.0389) 1.0038

521 0.0216 (0.0049 ; 0.0394) 0.9986

Table 6. Posterior summaries (correlated-Binomial model

with different inta-class correlations).

Considering the S = 500 generated Gibbs samples, we get Monte Carlo estimates

for the predictive density for Y,. , i = 1,...,N and
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N A

C3 = chvi/ni,/40,M,p2,y3,a§,af,622,032,a,b) = 7.1162 x 1024. This value is close to
i=l

c2 =8,2023 x 1024. In this case, we can assume the correlated-Binomial model with same

intra-class correlation 5 as the best model for the data set introduced by Crowder (1978).

6. Concluding remarks

The use of extra-Binomial variation models is needed for many applications, since

the observed variation could be greater than expected under the ordinary Binomial

assumption. Also, in many applications, we can have the presence of covariates.

The use of MCMC methods is a suitable way to get the posterior summaries of
interest for these models.
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Resumo

Neste artigo, apresentamos uma analise Bayesiana para modelos de variabilidade

extra-Binomial introduzidos na literatura. Também consideramos 0 uso de misturas de

distribuiqées para modelar a variabilidade extra-Binomial e a introdugao de covariaveis.

Considerando os algoritmos Gibbs Sampling e Metropolis—Hastings, obtemos estimadores

de Monte Carlo para as quantidades a posteriori de interesse. A metodologia é ilustrada

com dois conjuntos de dados reais.
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